ForceField®

FloorBlaster™
OVERVIEW
ForceField® FloorBlaster™ is specially formulated for cleaning all types of hard surface
flooring including Hardwoods (with polyurethane finish), Ceramics, Laminate and Vinyl
Flooring. It is ideal for removing dirt, grease, and scuffs. Leaves floors sparkling clean with
no sticky or dulling residue.
This product is designed to be used at full strength as packaged. There is no need to rinse
this product.
HOW & WHY FLOORBLASTER™ WORKS
Most cleaning solutions are based upon cationic chemistry, that is, they contain positively
charged cleaning agents. Although they may clean with varying degrees of success, they
leave behind a positively charged residue. This residue acts like a magnet and attracts soils
and dirt (which are negatively charged), causing re-soiling of the area. FloorBlaster™ is
different. By combining specially selected nonionic and anionic surfactants with our unique
fluorocarbon anti-soiling chemistry, FloorBlaster™ is able to clean floors while leaving a
protective treatment on the surface and eliminating the soil-attracting residues that other
cleaners leave behind.

 Brightens and Preserves Finishes
 Leaves no Sticky or Dulling Residues
 Safe for Hardwoods (with polyurethane

APPLICATIONS
To be used in daily or weekly floor maintenance care. Always sweep or vacuum floor to
remove loose dirt before cleaning. Lightly mist a 4’ x 4’ area of floor surface. Do not saturate
floor. Using a back and forth motion, wipe mist off of the floor with a clean terry cloth mop or
towel. Finish one are before moving to the next. When terry mop or towel becomes soiled
replace it with a clean one.
This product is suitable only for hardwood floors with a polyurethane finish. Do not use on
unfinished/unsealed or waxed wooden floors.

finishes), Laminates, Ceramic and Vinyl
Flooring
 No Need to Rinse
 Removes scuffs, dirt and Grease

HMIS Health: 1 Fire: 0 Reactivity: 0
pH: 7.0 to 8.0
Solubility: Completely Water Soluble
Boiling Point: >100°C
Storage: Above 0°C, Below 50°C
Regulatory: Not Regulated

Available in the Following Sizes
1 Gallon

5 Gallon

55 Gallon

Appearance: Light Yellow/Orange Liquid
Odor: Pleasant, Fresh, and Clean
Specific Gravity: 1.00 +/- 0.02 (8.34 lbs/gal)
Chemical Family: Anionic Surfactant Blend
Caution: Keep out of the reach of children.
Caution: Use on water-safe materials only.
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